Generate ideas for sharing information and resources between instructors and the LSC.

Consider the following desired outcomes:

Sharing #7: Instructors feel they are being supported and LSC knows what they need.
Sharing #8: Instructors share information and materials with LSC and vice versa.

Odds Group(s)

1. **Generate** ideas for desired outcome #7: Instructors feel they are being supported and LSC knows what they need. How can the LSC support you as an instructor? What can the LSC do differently to help you meet your students’ needs? How can we improve communication between instructors and the LSC?

   On **post-it notes** list as many ideas as possible during the brainstorming session; each post-it note should have only **one idea** listed.

2. **Stick-em-up!** Stick your group’s post-it notes in the designated area.

3. Then, read through post-it notes generated for the opposite outcome, #8. Each member of your group should pick a favorite idea created for outcome #8.

4. Of the ideas picked in step 4, **vote** for your group’s top three favorite. Take those post-it notes and stick them to the space provided below:
Consider the following desired outcomes:

Sharing #7: Instructors feel they are being supported and LSC knows what they need.
Sharing #8: Instructors share information and materials with LSC and vice versa.

Evens Group(s)

1. **Generate** ideas for desired outcome #8: Instructors share information and materials with LSC and vice versa. What materials and information can you share with tutors? What materials and information would you like from the LSC? How can we improve communication between instructors and the LSC?

   On **post-it notes** list as many ideas as possible during the brainstorming session; each post-it note should have only **one idea** listed.

2. **Stick-em-up!** Stick your group’s post-it notes in the designated area.

3. Then, read through post-it notes generated for the opposite outcome, #7. Each member of your group should pick a favorite idea created for outcome #7.

4. Of the ideas picked in step 4, **vote** for your group’s top three favorite. Take those post-it notes and stick them to the space provided below: